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All the

New Weapons
Linked
(Jesus:) All of My new
weapons link together.
They strengthen each
other and complement each
other. Those who want to be
miracle workers of the End,
those who will be masters of
the spiritual warfare, will be
those who have learned how to
use all the spiritual weapons
in conjunction with each other,
without neglecting any.

Phoebe

(“Feast 2004: Practicing Praise!” ML #3471:16)
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Checklist for Offensive Warfare
art by Matthew B.F.

Following is
instruction our
Husband gave on
how to know if you’re
actually ﬁghting an
offensive warfare:

 You have faith, which is knowledge without a doubt, that you have the power to win,
through Me and the keys of the Kingdom.

Here is how you
know you’re on
the attack, in
aggressive warfare
against the Enemy:

 You glorify Me in your speech, talking about My
power, My promises, and the hope of victory in Me. In
practical terms, that means you spend less time dwelling on the Enemy’s attacks than you spend on positive,
faith-building afﬁrmations of the victory.

 You claim speciﬁc key promises and say the words,
“I call on the power of the keys!”

 You put feet to your faith with forward movement,
action. Much of the time, this simply means you go
about your work or ministry.

 You hate giving the Devil the
satisfaction of knowing he’s stopped
you or even distracted you from the
priority work at hand.

 You ask for prayer, but you also
testify of the victory, even if by faith.
And remember, praise is the voice of
faith.

xn ad
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 Your speech is centered around Me—My
promises and power, hope, improvements
(even if slight), good things that ﬁll you and
others with a feeling of well-being.

 You focus on the power
by taking on heavenly
thought power and not
dwelling on the attacks.

 While you recognize the
Devil’s attacks and you know
when he’s ﬁghting, you
immediately do what I show
you to do to move forward
to the victory. I will often
lead you to speciﬁc action in
prayer, positive speech and
your work.

Thank You
for the
power
You’ve
given me!

 You realize you are subject to
one of two powers: the Enemy’s
power or My heavenly thought
power. You choose Mine.

Thank You
for the
gift of
heavenly
thought
power.

 You know the Enemy has
already been defeated by My
sacriﬁce on the cross. You know
that you will be victorious, that
you will win.

Thank You
for the
victory!

4

 You expect good things,
improvements, and signs
following.

Hallelujah!
Thank You,
Jesus!

(“Fight to Win!” ML #3457:25–38, adapted; April 2003)

xn ad

Word
Never Contrary to the

(“Shooting Straight, Part 7,” ML #3506:169; August 2004)

Notable Quote:

TIAGO

(Jesus:) You can’t build on
any other foundation than
My Words and expect your
building to stand. You can’t base
the decisions you make or the
counsel you give to others on
your own life experience or past
incidents alone. If you do, you’re
just setting yourself up for
failure, because it’s the wrong
foundation. Your building may
even endure for quite a while,
but sooner or later a wave will
come along and topple it because
it’s not built on the rock of My
Word. You’ll experience failure,
loss, heartache, and mistakes as
a result of building on the sand
of your own opinions.
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COMPLETE OVERWRITE

COMPLETE OVERWRITE
(XN : THIS PROPHECY WAS RECEIVED PERSONALLY BY AN SGA.)

Yes!

(Jesus:) I’m asking you to contribute
to the unity of the Home in some
small way each and every day. One
of the Enemy’s biggest tactics is
to make the unity issue seem like
such a huge bore and a chore,
and so much wasted effort
to obtain a spirit of unity
with others in the Home.

y Zeb
art b

But it’s just the
little “saying yeses,”
the little following My
checks, the little asking
Me everything when
what you’re doing might
affect others,

or asking Me everything in any
situation where you have a choice to
reach out, to show My love, to pull
together with the entire team. This
is what I’m looking for. So resist
the Devil’s little lies by claiming the
keys for unity, and by obeying My
voice when I tell you to reach out
a little more each day.
6

blade

You’ve made progress
in this area just by being
made aware of it by Me.
You have a weakness and
inborn trait of not easily
forgetting when someone
has crossed the line and
offended you or in some
way miffed you. But I can
wash it all away in My
love.
Just keep praying.
Pray out loud, verbally,
whenever you’re tempted
to think about someone in
light of some past wrong
they did to you, or some
past personality clash.
Praying out loud and
claiming the keys, even
praying for My blessing
on the person, will do
so much to loosen those
little memories lodged
in your mind and heart,
until pretty soon you’ve
been thinking so many
positive thoughts about
that someone, that

they’ve filled up your
mind and completely
replaced the old
negative thoughts.
Try it, it’ll work.
There’s only so
much room in your
neural passageways
for memories and
retaining information
about people, so
if you continually
overwrite the old
negative information
with new prayers, new
claiming of the keys,
new positive praises
to Me for the good
qualities of that
person, pretty soon
you’ll have created
completely new
neural passageways
to replace the old.

blade
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It’s a bit like deleting
something on your
computer. You can click
delete, and it disappears
from sight, but it’s still
on the computer. Then
you have to empty your
recycle bin so that it’s
gone from there. But
still there are traces
of it lurking on the
computer. Then you
have to run a program
to wipe the free space
on your computer.
Then, only then, can
you be assured that
deleted files are
truly gone.

That’s a perfect picture of the end goal. You
want to free your mind from the lingering corrupt
and useless files of the past, and by erasing,
erasing, erasing all those thoughts, again and
again and again by deleting them, then overwriting
them completely with the new positive and praiseful
thoughts I have for you, you will finally be
totally rid of them.

Key Promises:
Call on the power
of the keys to override
your negative mindsets
and give you immediate
access to My mind.
Consistently call
on the keys’ power in
all your interactions
with others so you’ll
be able to access My
mind—the positive—
instead of jumping to
negative conclusions.
Focus on the keys
and call on their
positive power, so that
instead of defaulting
to putting a negative
spin on circumstances,
people and situations,
you’ll be able to pull
down My positive spin
instead.

(“Negativity / Criticalness,”
Key Promises)
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Notable Quote:
(Dad:) Having to leave and forsake all and home after home and flee before our enemies,
doesn’t that really make you pray? Doesn’t that really purge you of all the stuff you have
to leave behind? Doesn’t that really purify your mind and heart of all the silly junk that
you don’t need to be thinking and worrying about, all your forsake-alls? All of you have
forsaken things everywhere. (“When Is the End?” ML #1898:17; January 1985)

(Xn : Received by an SGA during
personal P&P time.)
(Jesus:) The funny thing about
clutter—in your everyday life or
your spiritual life—is that you can’t
just clear it out once. It’s a daily,
weekly, monthly process. Just as
dust collects on furniture, so clutter
accumulates in your life, and you have
to be proactive and militant about
continually clearing it out.
The spiritual clutter that most
often accumulates in your life is the
ideas of man for how to accomplish
and succeed. When you don’t know how to do
something, you look for system reference
material, and while the reference in itself isn’t
necessarily harmful, the place it takes up in your
spiritual life constitutes clutter.
What does spiritual clutter do? It crowds out
the important things in your life. It distracts you
from keeping Me in first place. It occupies precious
minutes you could be spending with Me, seeking
My wisdom, asking for My answers, and actually
doing My will.

So keep on clearing it out. Take a
good hard look whenever potential
clutter enters your life, and evaluate
what kind of space it’s taking. Then ask Me
if that space could be better used by Me
for something else.

blade
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EarthSim!

City Challenge, part 4

—An Endtime graphic novel

We claim
the keys of
supply!

Thank You,
Lord, for the
rejuv room!
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ART BY JEREMY/KRISTEN

Three days later.
Looks like Old
Mother Hubbard
never wanted to
find her cupboard
bare!

We claim
the keys of
rejuvenation.

comic feature

Later that day.
How are
you on this
beautiful day,
ma’am?
Is it
beautiful?
I hadn’t
noticed.

Want to
talk about
it?

…out of this
entire city.

I just
can’t find joy in
life any more. It’s
been sucked out of
my life…
I have
something
special to share with
you that I think will
bring that joy back
into your life…

Lord, is
she Your
sheep?

“Yes.”

…in a way
you might
not have been
expecting.

comic feature
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Wow, the
Lord was right when
He said just to make
ourselves available in the
park and He’d send the
sheep to us.
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…that’s five
souls in just a couple
hours of covert
witnessing.

Yes! Between
the people we
both talked
to…
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comic feature

Whoa,

riot
police!

What happened to
simple “crowd control
officers.”

These guys
are deployed to take
on a serious mob. Lord,
we claim the keys of
wisdom.

Looks like
they’re gearing up
for some kind of
performance on that
stage over there.

There’s a
coffee shop we can
sit inside just a
little ways away,
and still see any
action.

I got that
we need to get
out of here
ASAP, but not
to go too far.
Ah, that’s
why they
brought in the
riot heavies.

Looks like mayor-election time, and all the candidates are giving their little spiels for how they’re
going to get even more cozy with Big Brother and
bring the city into further prosperity.

The riot police must just be a show of force in case
anyone gets an urge to protest the increased controls.

I wonder
if Linda and her
gang are in the
crowd?

I caught a glimpse of
someone passing out
small flyers to the
audience, starting
from the back.

comic feature

Lord, we
claim the keys for
invisibility and
protection for Your
children if they’re
in that crowd.
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Later

Now we
just wait for
word!
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Just to
warn you, the
buses aren’t as
punctual as they
used to be.

That’s
alright. It’s a nice
day to sit and enjoy
the sunshine for a
bit anyway.

comic feature

It’s true.
People I know
hardly ever stop to
enjoy the sunshine
these days.

I claim the
keys of discernment,
Lord. Is she one
of Yours?

“She’s imprisoned and not
ready to be released yet.”

“This is just a bit
of My sunshine on
her heart.”

Ring,
ring!

We’re on.
That was Linda.
It’s tonight and on
the other side of
town.

Great! We
can get more
instructions as
we go.

To be
continued…

comic feature
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Here lies Brad, a man
without fear,
Who fought very
bravely, but was
kicked in the rear.
How did the Enemy
get into Brad’s mind
When his walls were
so strong, high, and
well fortified?
Well ... maybe he
should have closed
the gate!
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(Jesus:) You might feel your
mind is strong and well
guarded by years of the Word
and godly upbringing, and you’re
absolutely right! But that doesn’t
mean you can then lower the
drawbridge and let the Enemy in to
do as he pleases. You must continue
to guard your mind against the
ﬁendish onslaughts of the Evil One.

Notable Quote:

(Mama:) If you’d
do what the Lord
has been asking and
go on the attack
against the Enemy
and his devices, then
we could go on to
new and exciting
things for Jesus.

(“So You Want to Be a Disciple?”
ML #3458:10; May 2003)
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blade

Satan knows you’re My child and are going to accomplish some great things for Me, so he’s
really trying to get in and cause you some serious problems. Just don’t let him! Don’t give in to the
notion that you can ﬁll your mind with all kinds of System music and you’ll be just ﬁne.
While there is a lot of harmless System music out there, there is also plenty of poison
intermingled, and all it takes is a little bit of poison to seep in and you’re...

Dead.

Gone

.

...toast.
Your usefulness to Me can be wiped out by the...
the “get rich
and have
unloving sex”
message of pop,

and even the
compromising
“everything
will just flow
along as it
is” music of
the church
system.

...rebellious
message of
hard rock,

Key Promise: The power of the keys will place
a bubble of protection around your heart,
keeping it separated from the world. Use them
and you will always be a part of My ecclesia.

Jesus
is my
soft
and
ﬂuffy
pillow.
...

(“Discipleship / Relationship to the world,” Key Promises)

blade
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What you need is the radical,
feeding music of the Revolution.

Notable Quote:
(Mama:) If your
faith, your life for
the Lord, and your
service to Him is
important enough
to you, you’ll do
whatever it takes
to remain called
out and to keep
yourself from being
weakened.
(ML #3458:8)

The Revolution is what you were born for—it’s in your blood. So
revel in the things of the Spirit and don’t open your mind to a steady
diet of worldly music.

Notable Quote:
(Peter:) You need to decide if you believe what the Lord has said
about the good well, the brackish well, and the poisonous well
when it comes to music*. You need to decide if you’re going to
apply the Word even if it goes contrary to your personal desires.
Remember, that’s part of being a disciple. (*See ML #3022:27–40,
Lifelines 22.)

(“The Professionals,” ML #3399:127; April 2002)
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Musical Key

DIG

DEEP

By Dad

i

t’s almost as though [music] links the heart of the
hearer with the heart of the
composer. It blends the spirit
of the composer into your spirit. It’s
almost like the composer is a spirit
guide and becomes a medium
and his music is his crystal ball!
When you listen to his music you
gaze with him into his crystal ball,
and all of a sudden your spirits are
united and you both see the same
things.
art by kevin

The music of such wonderful spiritual men and believers like Handel and Mozart
and some others was deﬁnitely inspired by the Lord! … It all depends on whose channel they’re tuned to and according to their mood, whether they’re in a believing and
faithful mood, or are doubting, discouraged, despondent and fearful, and listening to
the Devil!

dig deep
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Does [the music] make you not only feel
good, but feel good in the right way?

good works or evil,

good fruit or bad,

Does it make you want to be good and
do good,

and love and be
loved,
That’s actually not a coffee cup
tray, Dad. That’s a CD-ROM
drive.

and be
helpful and
constructive?
If you want to know the difference, just
like the Lord said, whether it’s ﬂowers
or weeds,

101 Ways
to Praise
the Lord

101 Ways
to Start a
Forest Fire

good literature
or bad
literature,

good food
or poison,

good music or bad music,

you can tell by whether its effects and
fruits are good or bad, good or evil.
Does the music inspire you and draw you
closer to the Lord?

good grain or tares,

God’s music makes you want to do the
will of God.
20

(“Musical Key,” ML #326:9,25,30,36–37,41; May 1973)
dig deep

H.T.P.= Signs
Following
god’s way

man’s way

The roads look
the same! But I know
that I need to go
to the Right!—Most
people go there!

(Jesus:) When one of My
brides takes on heavenly
thought power and focuses
on the power, using the new
weapons, there are signs
following. There is progress of some kind—either
physically or emotionally
in such things as healing, a
feeling of greater inspiration, a renewed desire to
obey, or spiritually in such
things as a clearer channel,
more understanding of My
expectations and spiritual
principles, more awareness
of Me in your life, greater
faith, more assurance of My
love and leading, etc.
There is not always immediate, full deliverance
when someone avails himself of heavenly thought
power and focuses on the
power, but there is some
definite forward positive
movement.
(“Fight to Win!” ML #3457:20; April 2003)
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The roads look
the same! But I
know that I need to
go to the Left!

ok,
let’s
focus
on the
power.

G
LIN
HEA
inspir
ation

I see
signs!

Look!
A nice
smooth
road!

SALE
best
Movie

neat! they
have all
I need

(Xn: Re-read paragraph 9
of “Fight to Win” GN to find
out what to do if you’re not
seeing definite forward positive movement in your life.)
family

titanic

Key Promise:

WOW

!
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The keys enable heavenly thought
power to take place more effectively. Call on the keys for
full possession and for My heavenly thoughts to rule and reign
in you.
(“Full possession / Heavenly thought power,”
Key Promises)
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Can
You
Do It?
Xn: We present another set of “Who
am I?” riddles. Prior to the Summit 2003/
International board meetings, the Lord
revealed that every board has a special
spirit helper called a Custodian or Keeper.
Your challenge is to correctly guess each
Custodian’s name and which board he/she
belongs to.
Answers are posted on the MO site,
in the Pubs/Compilations section in a file
called “Who Am I Comp 02.” (More potential
devotions reading material!)
Have fun!

—Part 2

Names of the Six Boards

CGO (Church Growth and Outreach)
CP (Children and Parenting)
CS (Coaching and Shepherding)
FED (Family Education Department)
JT (JETT/Teen)
PR (Public Relations)
art by Tamar

Notable Quote:
(Jesus:) You have no
idea how intricate
and amazing the spirit
world is.
(ML #3476:18)










Besides being a Keeper and
Guide for my board, I instruct
in humility.
Truth and justice are most
important to me, and are the
reason for my existence.
My power is to pierce and
divide, casting asunder the
shell of pride of those who
oppose the truth.
My cloak of meekness
empowers you with truth,
and activates the keys of
attacking initiative, which
dispel the fiction and drive
away the real threat.
Anyone can call on my insight
and power.
Those who know the Lord’s
Word are especially attuned
to the strength that I have
for them.

Who am I?
What board
do I belong to?
Hint: Look up ML #3476:118–121.
22

can you do it











I am one of the
Lord’s heralding
angels.
When you refer
to me, think of
a strong, manly
Custodian who is at
your service.
My appearance is that
of shining steel.
My wings are
transparent but
mighty, and able
to encompass you
with my protective
powers, so that you
are safe from the
onslaughts of the
Enemy and his dark
demons.
My sphere of
influence stretches
over this particular
board on all levels.
If you teamwork
with me and with one
another, you will
gain much insight
into the Lord’s
heavenly way of
working!

Who Am I?
What board do I
belong to?
Hint: Look up ML
#3476:179–182.

Notable Quote:
(Channel:) I sense the presence of someone like an angel—something or someone more
powerful or on a different “power” level than a normal spirit being or departed saint. I’m
also getting the words “Keeper” and “Custodian.”
(Jesus:) The Custodians are on a different level than most individual spirit helpers
I normally give My children. These are named the Custodians or the Keepers. They serve
directly under the angels who guard, keep, intercede for, protect, encourage and help
direct My children.
(“International Board News 2003,” ML #3476:10–11; December 2003)

can you do it
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I’m clothed in a long
white robe, I have bare
feet and I’m carrying a
staff.
I have a warm glow or
aura all around me, and
my eyes are intense and
penetrating.
There is a record of me
within the Scripture. I
traveled with the Lord
to visit Abraham, and it
was I who led Lot, his
wife and daughters, out
of the city of Sodom
(Genesis 18–19).
I have walked upon
Earth as a celestial
“visitor” many times
over the centuries, and
many times people have
even entertained me
unawares.
My name means “eye,”
and I am named after
my specific gift of
discernment.
Along with Michael and
Gabriel, I am one of the
Lord’s counselors.

Who am I?
What board do I
belong to?
Hint: Look up
ML #3476:152–158.

Notable Quote:
(Jesus:) These Custodians have been given special spiritual abilities and attributes
of strength. However, it’s important that you don’t think of strength in the earthly
sense here. … Though they are strong in your perception of “appearance,” their strength
comes from within, from the power I have placed within each of them. That strength
is manifested in many ways; namely in the areas of tighter communication and unity, of
enhanced faith, of stability, and of encouraging My children to lean on the power of the
keys, where true strength lies.
(ML #3476:14)
24

can you do it








I come from the throne of God.
I work directly under my Commander in
Chief, your Lord and Savior.
If you look upon me you’ll see much
action, much movement, much light and
energy.
I have long golden hair billowing all
around me.
The channel saw within my form beautiful,
moving, rainbow-like light, like one of
those small hand-held sparklers.
I help tiny, almost nonexistent cinders
of faith to glow red-hot and finally
burst into the flame of discipleship and
lifelong commitment to the Lord.

Who am I?
What board do I belong to?
Hint: Look up ML #3476:72–76.

Notable Quote:
(Jesus:) [The Custodians]
can’t physically be everywhere.
But they report to Me and tell
Me what is needed, who is being
threatened with attacks of the
Enemy, who is in need of healing,
who needs encouragement, who
needs counsel, protection,
guidance, insight, wisdom, etc.
Whatever the need is, they give
Me the full picture instantly,
and I instantly minister in the
way that I know is best. They
are your spirit helpers, and
they’re My helpers.
(ML #3476:17)

can you do it
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We are two
heavenly
Custodians
who are one
in heart, one
in love, one
in purpose,
and thus as
one body and
spirit.
Our unity is
what made us
meld together
into one body,
fitly joined
together.
The Holy Spirit
also played
her part in the
creation of us.
I am the male.
Words that
relate to my
character are
“stability,”
“strong
ruler,” “steady
in conviction,”
“firm,”
“unshakable,”
“peace of
God,” “unity,”
“righteous
judgments,”
and
“discernment.”
I am the
female. Words
that relate to
my character
are “patience,”
“diplomacy,”
“lady,”
“strong faith,”
“strength of
character,”
and
“gentleness.”
We two
Custodians
work in such
harmony
together that
we are more
than a match
for the Enemy.

Who are we?
What board do
we belong to?
Hint: Look up ML
#3476:199–204.
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Notable Quote:
The Custodians are
generally responsible
for and assigned
to specific groups
of people. They are
responsible for many,
whereas other spirit
beings and helpers
are often assigned to
individuals. The Custodians
answer directly to their
angelic overseers.
(ML #3476:12)
can you do it

Notable Quote:
(Jesus:) From the beginning of My
creation I have chosen to work in
teamwork and unity with My heavenly beings,
those whom I have created and formed to
help rule over Heaven and Earth. I could
have done the job alone, but I have chosen
to set an example of working together,
so that My children on Earth could benefit
and learn from the example of heavenly
teamworking.
(ML #3476:178)









I am all white, from my skin to my
eyes to my apparel.
I am the keeper of the light that
draws men to our Master’s side.
I am the powerful angel that the
apostle John saw a glimpse of and
recorded in the book of Revelation
(Revelation 14:6).
In these last days, my commission
finds its total fulfillment.
I am filled with truth, for this is my
primary calling and commission—to
guard and spread this light of truth.
My name is not one that you can
pronounce in the tongues of men,
for I am an angelic being of Heaven,
with a name spoken only in the
tongues of Heaven, but you can call
me by either of two Earth-names.

Who am I?
What board do I belong to?
Hint: Look up ML #3476:65–69.
can you do it
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Called to Battlefront Action
(Jesus:) You’re entering the days of action! You will be launched into the
front of the battle where you will confront evil face to face. Many of you
have been sheltered from the most dangerous missions for a long time, that
you might be prepared and trained for them, but now I will send you into them,
for you are ready. Yes, My loves, you are ready!
Many of you have [faced battlefield action], and fought vigorously. Yet in
comparison with what is ahead, battles of the past will seem small. Every one of you
has known for years that you were in the days of preparation. Preparation doesn’t
mean that you don’t fight any real battles; what it means is that through the ones
you fight, you’re being prepared for bigger ones.
You will all be called to battlefront action. It’s something to be excited about,
for it will provide many opportunities for Me to show My mighty power through you
and on your behalf.

(“Era of Action!—Part 1,” ML #3288:32,35,37; January 2000)
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